The Assistant Engineer Jal Shakti Sub-Division, Kumarsan, District Shimla-H.P., invites tenders on behalf of the Government of Himachal Pradesh from approved eligible contractors for the following work through offline process.

Sr. No. | Name of work | Estimated Cost | Earned Money | Time Limit | Cost of Form
---|---|---|---|---|---
1. | LWSS Phalai Khad to Kumarsan in Tehsil Kumarsan, Distt. Shimla (H.P.) | 18660.04 | 3972/- | 2 Months | 250/-
2. | LWSS Phalai Khad to Kumarsan in Tehsil Kumarsan, Distt. Shimla (H.P.) | 15606.08 | 3121/- | 2 Months | 250/-
3. | Improvement of GWSS Shikom in P.G.Showan in Tehsil Kumarsan Distitm Shimla-H.P (Providing and laying GI pipe 20 mm dia to village Dhalli) | 14172.00 | 2834/- | 2 Months | 250/-

Last date of Submission of tender: 17.09.2023 up to 3.00 P.M. and opened on same day 3.30 P.M.

The tender forms and other detailed conditions can be downloaded from the website www.hpishq.org or from office of Assistant Engineer, up to date specified above.

-HM SUCHNA AVAM JAN SAMPAK-
Assistant Engineer,
Jal Shakti Sub-Division, Kumarsan,
District Shimla-H.P.